Love how you work:
WHERE IS YOUR FAVORITE PLACE?

Given a choice, where would you like to be right now? Where are your favorite places to mingle, to escape, to gather with friends? Places have the power to make great things happen, and turnstone campfire helps you bring some of your favorite places to work.
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A SPOT FOR EVERYONE, EVERYTIME

Whatever your day brings, be assured there will always be favorite places to help you make the most of it. Places to meet and make it happen, to mingle and mind-meld, to escape and focus. And enough options to have a favorite place for every day of your week.
Expect the unexpected. Great things happen when a variety of people come together spontaneously. Create a favorite place to mix and mingle. Brainstorm toward a specific goal or see where some group dreaming takes you.

Not everyone’s favorite four-letter word. Improve the attitudes and outcomes of meetings with a great place that oozes comfort and creativity.

FIRE PIT
The best ideas and stories are told around the fire. Friends and passers-by feel free to pull up a chair to share insights and enrich the experience.

DOCK
Everyone loves a casual place to meet and hang out. On the dock is the perfect place to connect and click, take a minute to catch your breath or plan your next work adventure.

PATIO
Evenings on the patio are at once relaxed and intimate. It’s easy to create a comfortable in-between space that will become everyone’s favorite gathering place.

SUNDOWNER
When it’s time to wind down, take a break on these side-by-side big lounges. There’s room for everyone to get together and share a relaxing moment or three.

DAY CAMP
Bring in a few members of your team and spend the day camped out in a space that’s all your own. Share and keep track of your ideas on the paper table.

BASE CAMP
All you need to support your work is right here. Plus you have the flexibility you pick up camp and move to a different spot any time the desire or need strikes.
Gather around the Big Table for a high-energy get together. Big Table’s standing height creates an inviting space with eye-level equality to collaborate and share, as well as supporting individual focus for the project at hand.

Expand the use of space. Big Table transforms cafes into collaboration spaces with a quick wipe of the large open worksurface.

Often a change of scenery is just what you need for some fresh perspective and productivity. Escape places are comfortable and signal to others that you need a little focus time.

Handy trough covers create a wide-open worksurface for meeting and sharing – and the option of adding connectivity and worktools to support individual work.

An integrated trough in the center of Big Table provides convenient cable management, while the simple trough cover helps to maximize the surface area for enhanced collaboration.

Escape places are comfortable and signal to others that you need a little focus time.

ISLAND
Sometimes an island of your own is the best way to be truly productive. Take time out from the endless interruptions and distractions to focus on the task at hand.

PARK BENCH
Alone or together, a comfortable park bench is a great place for connecting and sharing or simply watching the world go by. Whatever is on your agenda for today.

SHANTY
Cocoon yourself and your notebook in this small space to get yourself a little time and privacy to focus on the demands of the task at hand.

SOCIAL TABLE
Expand the use of space. Big Table transforms cafes into collaboration spaces with a quick wipe of the large open worksurface.

LIBRARY TOUCHDOWN
Handy trough covers create a wide-open worksurface for meeting and sharing – and the option of adding connectivity and worktools to support individual work.

MEETING TOUCHDOWN
An integrated trough in the center of Big Table provides convenient cable management, while the simple trough cover helps to maximize the surface area for enhanced collaboration.

PORCH
Kick back and get lots done in this well-defined, colorful enclave. You’ll be able to focus and work, and enjoy a little social time when a neighbor walks by.
From a private corner seat for one to open meeting spaces for connecting and sharing with a group, turnstone campfire elements provide a palette of place and palette of posture to give you more choice and control over how and where you work.

MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME – AT WORK

From a private corner seat for one to open meeting spaces for connecting and sharing with a group, turnstone campfire elements provide a palette of place and palette of posture to give you more choice and control over how and where you work.
 favorite products inspired by your everyday life

turnstone campfire products are inspired by simple objects—a park bench, a cafe umbrella, a bonfire. Each piece was designed from life to bring a smile to your face at work.

Digital surface material images are provided as a preliminary color reference and should not be used for final color selection.

Note: turnstone campfire lounge products have a relaxed appearance. They may show soft comfort wrinkles upon use.

Maple  Saddle Tan  Wisterla  Basalt  Lapis  Earth

Otter  cross check  Blue Ribbon  Cranberry  Dijon  Platinum  Slate Black  Lime

Paradise  Aquamarine Igloo

We take a life-cycle approach to the design, use and disposal of our products. From materials, production, transportation and use, right through to end of life, each element in the turnstone campfire range is designed to reduce its impact on the environment.

To find out more visit www.steelcase.asia/sustainability

sustainability  people.planet.profit  product environmental certifications

Abbreviated statement of line

Big Lamp  Paper Table  Personal Table  Glass / Paper  Big Table

Big Lounge  Half Lounge  Wedge  Alight Ottoman  Screen Right and Left

Surface Materials

Buzz2

cogent connect

Cross Check

Cross Check-S

Laminate

Digital surface material images are provided as a preliminary color reference and should not be used for final color selection.

Note: turnstone campfire lounge products have a relaxed appearance. They may show soft comfort wrinkles upon use.